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ABSTRACT The accuracy of the alignments of
protein sequences depends on the score matrix and
gap penalties used in performing the alignment.
Most score functions are designed to find homologs
in the various databases rather than to generate
accurate alignments between known homologs. We
describe the optimization of a score function for the
purpose of generating accurate alignments, as evalu-
ated by using a coordinate root-mean-square devia-
tion (RMSD)-based merit function. We show that the
resulting score matrix, which we call STROMA,
generates more accurate alignments than other com-
monly used score matrices, and this difference is not
due to differences in the gap penalties. In fact, in
contrast to most of the other matrices, the align-
ment accuracies with STROMA are relatively insen-
sitive to the choice of gap penalty parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
The various genome projects are providing us with a
flood of new protein sequences. Unfortunately, little is
known about the structure, function, or metabolic role of
many of these proteins. One of the most powerful compu-
tational approaches to gain this type of information is
through sequence comparison. In this method, the target
sequence is aligned and compared with the protein se-
quences in the various protein databases. Proteins with
high-sequence similarity are likely to be homologous, that
is, to share a common ancestry. If the structure of the
homologous protein is known, a model can be made of the
target protein through homology modeling by using
the structure of the identified homolog as a template.1 This
application will become increasingly common as the struc-
tures of more template proteins become available. Even in
the absence of homologs with known structure, we can still
derive much information through an analysis of the pat-
terns of amino acid substitutions at different locations2–6
and correlations between changes at various positions.7,8
The identification of homologous sequences can also in-
crease our ability to detect further homologs, either through
the construction of a statistical model such as profiles9 or
Hidden Markov Models,10,11 or through iterative refine-
ment of the alignment matrix as in PSI-BLAST.12 All of
these approaches require the detection of a set of possibly
distant homologies combined with the generation of accu-
rate alignments between the target sequence and the
identified homologs.
Most commonly used homology search engines such as
FASTA13 and BLAST14,15 use approaches based on dy-
namic programming algorithms.16,17 Given a pair of se-
quences and a score function, the algorithm computes the
alignment that maximizes the alignment score, furnishing
to the user both an alignment and a final score used to
evaluate the evidence for homology. Homology search
methods are designed to be good at detecting homologous
relationships between protein sequences. However, they
often fail to achieve correct alignments between the homolo-
gous sequences, especially when the sequences are dis-
tantly related. This is not surprising, because there is a
significant difference between identifying a homologous
protein from a database of protein sequences and identify-
ing the correct alignment of a known set of homologs from
the space of all possible alignments. Therefore, there is no
reason to believe that the same score matrix or gap
penalties should be optimal for both finding and aligning
homologs. For example, Vogt and coworkers18 derived
different optimal gap penalties for the generation of cor-
rect alignments from those used for the detection of
homologs. Because inaccurate alignments compromise the
use of homologs in comparative modeling as well as other
applications, it is important to create methods specifically
designed for the alignment of previously identified ho-
mologs.
In a previous article,19 we developed a new score matrix,
OPTIMA, which can be used to improve the accuracy of
homology searches, especially in the so-called “twilight
zone” (homologous pairs of sequences with sequence iden-
tity less than 25%20). In contrast to the standard formula-
tion of a score function as a log-odds matrix,21,22 OPTIMA
was optimized for the identification of distant homologies
by using an iterative optimization technique. In this
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article, we use an analogous method to develop a new score
matrix (STRucturally Optimized Matrix for sequence Align-
ment, STROMA) optimized to generate accurate align-
ments for previously identified distantly homologous se-
quences. This is performed by iterative optimization of the
score function based on a coordinate-root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD)-based merit function. Results with vari-
ous test sets show our score function is superior to other
commonly used score functions in generating accurate
alignments between these distant but known homologs.
This difference is not attributable solely to the choice of
gap penalties.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Theory
The various alignment methods generally find the align-
ment that maximizes an alignment score, computed by
using an expression such as
S  
i, j
ni, ji, j  ngapI gapI  ngapE gapE (1)
where ni, j refers to the number of times that amino acid
type i is aligned with amino acid type j, ngapI is the total
number of gaps in the alignment, ngapE is the total
number of residues in each gap beyond one, and i, j,
gapI, and gapE represent the contribution to the score
for any amino acid match or mismatch, initialization of a
gap, and extension of a gap, respectively. i, j is known as
the score function, substitution matrix, or exchange resi-
due matrix, whereas gapI, and gapE represent the gap
penalties. The resulting alignment depends critically on
the values of these parameters. We are interested in
finding the best values for i, j, gapI, and gapE that
produce the most accurate alignments of known homologs.
It has been observed that the three-dimensional struc-
ture of a protein is more conserved than its amino acid
sequence during evolution.23 Thus, when the sequence
similarity is hard to detect, we can resort to structure
similarity to guide us toward the correct alignment. We
use the coordinate RMSD after optimal rigid body superpo-
sition24 to quantitatively measure the structural similar-
ity between structures A and B:
A,B   1Na 
i  1
Na
dABi2 (2)
where Na is the total number of aligned residues in the
protein pair and dABi is the corresponding distance be-
tween the C atoms of the ith aligned residues from the
two proteins A and B when oriented so as to minimize .
For any particular score function we can align all of the
pairs of proteins in any particular data set and calculate
, the RMSD averaged over all of the pairs of proteins.
This is our merit function for optimizing and testing of the
score function.
Database Preparation
We generated a training set of 700 protein pairs from the
Distant Aligned Protein Structures (DAPS) database (De-
cember 99 release),25 which is derived from the FSSP26
and SCOP27 databases. The DAPS database contains only
sequence pairs with sequence identity  25%. An indepen-
dent test set of 276 pairs was generated in the same way,
with all pairs in the test set different from those in the
training set. We generated an additional test set from the
Combinatorial Extension (CE) database28 by choosing one
sequence pair with  25% sequence identity from each of
the structural families. All CE proteins with similarity
(BLAST E-score  0.1) to any of the proteins in the DAPS
training and test sets were excluded, leaving 196 protein
pairs in the final CE test set. All sequences shorter than
100 or longer than 600 residues were also excluded from
all of the datasets.
Every residue in each protein was considered as a point,
with the coordinate taken from its C atom. If there is
more than one set of coordinate data for a certain protein
sequence in its PDB file, we used the residue coordinate
from the first set of data.
Optimization of the Score Function
As described above, we are interested in minimizing the
average coordinate RMSD  for the proteins in our
training set. We perform this optimization by using a
scheme similar to that previously used in the derivation of
OPTIMA.19 Starting with the GCB matrix,29 we used
global dynamic programming algorithm (end gaps not
penalized) to align each of the structurally similar protein
pairs in the DAPS training set and calculated . We then
used a downhill simplex algorithm30 to find the score
function that minimizes , monitoring and evaluating
the resulting performance with the DAPS and CE test
sets. Downhill simplex method requires only function
evaluations and can always find at least a local minimum.
Multiple optimization iterations are used before we reached
our final score function. Because multiplication of the
score function by any constant does not change the result-
ing alignment, we fixed one entry (Cys-Cys score) of the
score matrix, resulting in 211 adjustable parameters corre-
sponding to the remaining 209 score matrix entries and
the two gap penalties.
RESULTS
The values of  as averaged over the training set and
DAPS test set during the optimization process are shown
in Figure 1. The optimization is terminated when the 
values converged. The convergence of the merit function
for the test set in Figure 1 shows there is no overfitting
before the optimization was terminated. The resultant
score function is shown in Table I.
Table II lists the average values of  for the proteins in
the two test sets. A comparison is made between the
STROMA score function as well as other score functions in
general use, including the revised PAM250 and PAM350
matrices of Dayhoff et al.,21 the popular BLOSUM62 and
BLOSUM30 matrices,31 the matrix derived by Gonnet,
Cohen, and Benner (GCB),29 the matrix of Jones, Taylor,
and Thornton (JTT),32 the structure-based matrix of Over-
ington and colleagues (STR),33 the matrix recently intro-
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duced by Blake and Cohen (BC0030),34 and the matrix for
distant homolog search (OPTIMA).19 In addition, we used
the BLOSUM approach31 to construct a matrix, D-BL25,
from the alignments in our DAPS training set. We used the
commonly used 12/1 gap penalty to compare the 
values. We also used the optimal gap penalties given by
Vogt et al.18 when available. For the score function con-
structed by Blake and Cohen,34 we used the penalties
suggested by the authors. In all cases, superior perfor-
mance was observed with the optimized STROMA score
matrix. Because the coordinate RMSD is calculated by
considering only aligned residues, it is possible that
STROMA is achieving higher accuracy because it is align-
ing fewer residues. As shown in Table II, this is not the
case; STROMA actually aligns a higher fraction of resi-
dues than any of the other matrices.
It is possible that the poorer performance by other score
matrices is due to the suboptimal choice of gap penalties.
To investigate this possibility, we performed an exhaus-
tive test of different combinations of gap penalties with all
the alternative score matrices, identifying the gap penal-
ties that maximized  for the DAPS test set. The
performance of the various score functions with these
optimized gap penalties are also included in Table II. As
shown, the increase in accuracy of the alignments gener-
ated by STROMA is maintained.
The distribution of  values for protein pairs in the
DAPS and CE test set are shown as a cumulative distribu-
tion in Figure 2. Comparison between STROMA and the
other score matrices show a general improvement in the
alignment accuracy over the entire test sets. The differ-
ences between the alignments is surprisingly large. Only
46% of the amino acid pairs are shared between align-
ments performed with use of the STROMA and BL62
matrices (with gap penalties equal to 3.4/3). Similarly,
only 57% are shared with alignments generated with
STROMA and D-BL25.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of  on the gap
penalties for some of the more popular score matrices. It is
of interest that our score matrix is more robust when used
Fig. 1. Optimization of  over the DAPS training set (—) and test set
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with different combination of gap penalties. As shown in
the plot, our score matrix maintained its low RMSD score
during most of the gap penalty combinations. On the other
hand, the performance of other score matrices tended to
vary significantly with changing gap penalties.
DISCUSSION
Most score function construction methods rely on creat-
ing a data set of reliably aligned sequences or sequence
fragments and gathering statistics on the relative number
of times that each possible pairs of amino acid are aligned
relative to the null model, that of random pairs of se-
quences. There are a number of problems with such an
approach. For one thing, the statistical approach ignores
correlations between various locations in the protein as
well as variations in composition. More importantly, the
statistics of random pairs of amino acids from nonhomolo-
gous protein sequences is an inappropriate null model for
random alignments of known homologs. Our approach is to
optimize the score matrix to perform the task in which we
are interested, generating accurate alignments. We do this
by determining a score function that minimizes the coordi-
nate-RMSD-based merit function. By optimizing this merit
function over a set of structurally similar protein pairs, we
obtain a score matrix that can give us better alignment
using pairwise alignment methods. The fact that STROMA
performs better than D-BL25, which is built from align-
ments in our DAPS training set with method used to build
BLOSUM matrices,31 shows the optimization method used
to construct STROMA captures more information than the
traditional method. It is also interesting that the OPTIMA
matrix optimized for homolog identification does not do
particularly well in generating accurate alignments, again
reinforcing the different statistical natures of these two
tasks.
We did observe that the results of the optimization
procedure depended on the initial starting matrix, indicat-
TABLE 2. Performance Summary for Commonly Used Score Functions With Various Gap Penalties†
Score matrix
Gap penalties
(Initiate/Extend)
DAPS test set CE test set
 p(Aligned)  p(Aligned)
STROMA 16.2/1.1£ 1.483 0.8582 1.461 0.9266
D-BL25 12/1§ 1.704 0.5998 1.529 0.8674
D-BL25 2.8/2.5£ 1.511 0.8399 1.497 0.9141
BLOSUM62 12/1§ 2.021 0.2281 1.660 0.6979
BLOSUM62 8.4/0.9¥ 1.768 0.5891 1.620 0.8055
BLOSUM62 3.4/3£ 1.555 0.7586 1.569 0.8425
BLOSUM30 12/1§ 1.557 0.7870 1.561 0.8677
BLOSUM30 11.5/1.5¥ 1.538 0.8031 1.559 0.8716
BLOSUM30 10/3£ 1.521 0.8079 1.523 0.8917
PAM250 12/1§ 1.657 0.6763 1.567 0.8291
PAM250 11.5/0.5¥ 1.631 0.7082 1.581 0.8260
PAM250 4.4/3£ 1.553 0.7916 1.514 0.8723
PAM350 12/1§ 1.559 0.7811 1.531 0.8727
PAM350 7.8/3£ 1.527 0.8088 1.510 0.8953
PAM500 12/1§ 1.546 0.7990 1.532 0.8837
PAM500 6.6/3£ 1.529 0.8229 1.504 0.9004
GCB 12/1§ 1.625 0.6968 1.533 0.8715
GCB 14.2/0.2¥ 1.680 0.6861 1.602 0.8275
GCB 3/2.9£ 1.533 0.8017 1.524 0.8720
STR 12/1§ 2.046 0.1375 1.730 0.5943
STR 9.5/0.5¥ 1.906 0.4927 1.703 0.7407
STR 3.6/2.5£ 1.600 0.7231 1.571 0.8188
JTT 12/1§ 1.626 0.7189 1.548 0.8574
JTT 10.5/1.5¥ 1.606 0.7369 1.547 0.8615
JTT 5.6/2.4£ 1.537 0.7988 1.522 0.8817
BC0030 17/2 1.560 0.7868 1.538 0.8643
BC0030 20.2/3£ 1.541 0.8052 1.517 0.8887
OPTIMA 12/1§ 1.802 0.5196 1.612 0.8011
OPTIMA 12/2 1.943 0.3460 1.614 0.7601
OPTIMA 19.6/3£ 1.725 0.5587 1.764 0.6172
†The accuracy of the alignment is characterized with , the coordinate RMSD averaged over the two test sets, and P(Aligned), the average
fraction of the residues in the pair of proteins that are aligned. The optimized score function (STROMA) is compared with BLOSUM62,31
BLOSUM30,31 PAM250,21 PAM350,21 PAM500,21 GCB,29 STR,33 JTT,32 BC0030,34 OPTIMA,19 and D-BL25. All matrices with the exception of
STROMA and BC0030 are used with standard BLAST default gap penalties (§), with optimized gap penalties (if available) as given by Vogt et al.
(¥),18 and with the gap penalties that maximize  over the DAPS test set (£). BC0030 and OPTIMA are also used with the gap penalties
suggested by the authors as well as optimal for the DAPS test set (£). The  values are given with three digits of precision in accordance with
precision of the coordinates data in PDB database. All matrices used are nonscaled, as published by their authors. The best performance for each
criterea (smallest  and largest P(Aligned) are highlighted in bold.
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ing that our optimization procedure is likely finding a local
minimum in . This is not surprising, because the
optimization is performed in a large, “terraced” space
where small changes in the score function can produce
large changes in the resulting alignments. Although the
matrix we provide performs better than other standard
matrices, we still might be able to find a better matrix
through more complete optimization.
Fig. 2. Cumulative plots of the fraction of protein pairs with greater than a given value of  for the DAPS test set (A) and CE test set (B) Various lines
refer to different score matrix and gap penalties: STROMA: thick black; BLOSUM6231: thin black; BLOSUM3031: purple; GCB29: red; JTT32: green;
PAM25021: blue; STR33: magenta; and BC003034: dark yellow. Penalties for gap initation and extension are 16.2/1.1 for STROMA and 17/2 for
BC0030; otherwise, they are the values optimized by Vogt et al.18 listed in Table I.
Fig. 3.  for the DAPS test set as a function of the gap penalties for different score matrices. A:
STROMA; B: GCB29; C: PAM25021; D: BC0030.34
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The gap penalty is extremely important in protein
sequence alignment, as shown by the big performance
fluctuation when using the same score function with
different gap penalties. The traditional way of choosing
gap penalty is to obtain the score matrix first and then
optimize the gap penalty for that score matrix. This
empirical treatment of gap penalty is not comparable with
its importance. In contrast, we treat the gap initiation and
extension penalties as two parameters during the optimi-
zation procedure, which can give us more accurate gap
penalty values compatible with the 210 score matrix
entries. The score matrix generated in this way is more
robust and tolerate to gap penalty changes.
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